Tour details

BAROLO, BARBARESCO, MOSCATO ON E-BIKE
Nowhere else in the world is there a place with such a high concentration of glorious wines like the Langhe and Monferrato region.
Most wine lovers know Barolo, Moscato and Barbaresco, but only a
few are aware of the fact that their production area is quite small,
only 34 hectares in total, four times smaller than London and two
times smaller than Paris.
We will be cycling across an intimate landscape, along light traﬃc
and predominantly paved roads, through hilly terrain and small
valleys. The landscape will be like a miniature mosaic of woods,
vineyards and farmland. With medieval hamlets lying on strategic
high places, usually with a castle or a church at the highest point.
Our top class E-Bikes are the perfect solution to easily reach them.
During the day we will have a chance to visit renowned cellars and
sample their best vintages, visit villages and museums, or enjoy a
cappuccino in a bar with the local folk. And we will take the time to
take pictures from panoramic spots. A tasty picnic lunch and a
sumptuous dinner in some of the most appreciated “trattorias” will
help us discover traditional recipes and ﬂavours.
Barolo, Barbaresco & Moscato wine tour is a trip designed to give
you the best of our land.
DAY 1 - ARRIVAL
Meeting and welcome dinner

Level:
Bicycle:
Duration:
Total Lenght / Elevation:
Price per head:
Single room Supplement:
Starting Dates:

intermediate
E-bike Haibike Sduro RX
5 days / 4nights
152 km / 3900 metres
2140€
450€
on request

Includes: tour leader, bike, meals, drinks, accommodation,
visits, insurance, luggage transport, van support

CANELLI

DAY 2 - BAROLO WINE ROUTE > 45 km
The hills of the King of Wines
DAY 3 - BARBARESCO WINE ROUTE > 53km
The younger brother of Barolo revealed
DAY 4 - MOSCATO WINE ROUTE > 54 km
Golden Lands and Underground Cathedrals
DAY 5 - DEPARTURE

Info@grantourevents.com

